Usecure
Empower your users to make
better security decisions
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Why human error is the #1 security threat
to your business
Almost all successful cyber breaches share one variable in common: human
error. Whether this is from accidentally clicking on phishing emails, having
weak passwords or not installing security updates, they are all equally as
dangerous.
Even if you have the most sophistcated IT security threat detection software
in place, it means nothing if your employees are not fully educated on how
to utilise this software.
It's so easy for a cybercriminal to identify weaknesses in your business and
within your employee team. If an employee has a weak password they can
access the online company portal or use social engineering to get an
employee to make a payment to a bank account controlled by the
cybercriminal. No cybersecurity software can stop this from happening.

"Human error is
a contributing
factor to 95% of
all breaches"
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How can your employees make
safer everyday security decisions?
Understanding

Education

The user needs to recognise
that they are in a situation
where security is always at
stake. Without recognising
this, the user may not realise
that their decisions have
consequences.

Employees need to
understand the importance
of security, so they don't
ignore security procedures
and are away of the
implications of a breach.

Empowerment

Eliminating avoidance

The user will need to know
what the correct course of
action is. Even if they don't
fully understand the threat,
they just need to know what to
do and who to speak to if they
notice anything suspicious.

A lot of the time the reason
action is not taken is to avoid
the hassle of having to keep
up with security measures. It's
quite an annoying task having
to create a unique and strong
password as well as having to
remember it, but it's so
important that we do it.
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How to make modern training
truly effective
Breaking down material

Embed security into your culture

Giving users the information all at
once can be overwhelming. The
training is broken down into
segments, each with their own
clear message.

Training has to be a part of your
business culture, and be always
considered. Users need to be
encouraged to bring up concerns
and ask questions.

Continuous learning

Practical advice

As the learning material is broken
down, it makes the training
continuous, rather than just a onetime thing. The courses are sent out
regularly throughout the year, helping
keep security awareness consistently
on the minds of the end users, as well
as improving learning retention.

Employees need to walk away
from training with steps in mind
that they can put into use right
away - this helps to build memory.

Relevant material
If the information is not relevant to
the user, they will quickly lose
interest. The learning material uses
real-life situations that the user
may encounter, and the material is
also tailored to the individual
users' learning requirements.

Measuring the impact
It is essential for users to be
tested on what they have learnt
after training, this again helps
with memory retention.

Video and interactive content
Video and interactive content is
great for engaging users with
different learning styles.
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The Usecure platform was created to protect the data, systems and
communications of organisations from being exposed due to human error but also to safeguard their reputation and trust among customers, clients and
partners.
Just about every organisation holds personal, sensitive or confidential
information of some kind, and it is essential that employees understand the
importance of protecting this data.
The Usecure platform is comprised of multiple products that contribute to this
goal of driving security awareness. These products are all bought together
with a risk score, which provides an overall evaluation of your organisation's
current and past human cyber risk.

The usecure products
uLearn - cloud-based security awareness training courses for end users
uPhish - simulated phishing solution
uBreach - email exposure checking tool
uPolicy - policy management solution
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uLearn
This is a user-focused security awareness training solution that helps employees
drive secure employee behaviour.
There is an extensive library of interactive video and blog-style content, as well as
engaging and continuous computer-based training.
Intelligent automation - eliminates repetitive admin tasks and ensures
continuous user training
Extensive library of infosec, compliance and custom-built courses
Individually-tailored programmes that identify and strengthen the user's
largest knowledge gaps
Bite-sized courses with video, interactive and blog-style content
Easily view user progress in data-driven dashboard

uPhish
uPhish is Usecure's intuitive cloud-based phishing software that enables us to
assess user vulnerability towards real-world phishing attacks.
You can identify which users are vulnerable towards common forms of phishing
and highly-targeted forms of 'spear phishing', with automated simulations.
Automated phishing simulations allowing you to assess user performance
over time.
Inline training is automatically sent out to users who become compromised in
the phishing simulations.
Real-time tracking allows you to see how your users interact with simulations
in real-time, giving you a key insight into how they will perform during a real
attack.
In-depth reporting allows us to view the individual performance of your users
and assess your organisation as a whole.
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uBreach
This solution allows us to quickly identify exposed employee email accounts,
identities and data that has been publicly disclosed online via third-party data
breaches. By locating these at-risk accounts it enables us to safeguard users
from social enginering attacks. Using uLearn we can then enable follow-up user
training.
Identifies accounts that are exposed on paste sites, data dumps and
hacking forums
Locate what type of employee data is exposed, including email addresses,
passwords and usernames
Helps prevent data loss because locating these at-risk accounts enables
you to safeguard users
Obtain actionable steps using uLearn, you can enable follow-up user training

uPolicy
Having a policy in place helps you set out expectations for your employees, in
terms of security and their conduct in the workplace, as well as meeting
compliance requirements and reducing risks.
Use the ready-to-go, industry standard, policies for your company from
the database to save you having to make them from scratch
Customise policy templates or make your own ones
Upload your existing policies
Easily send out policies to end-users
View and manage the signing of policies from the dashboard
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Let us evaluate the human risk
within your business
The human risk report is a free feature of
Usecure that allows us to calculate employee
cyber risk, by testing them on the main areas of
security.
In a simple, 4 step process, the Human Risk
Report will automate a free domain scan, dark
web scan and a targeted phishing campaign to
assess your human vulnerability.
The data will then be used to create a report
that outlines:

Your 'human risk score'
Your 'Time-to-breach'
User vulnerability to targeted phishing
and dark web exposures
How you can reduce your human risk
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Step one - The domain scan
The first step is the domain scan, this is where our system will do a full scan
of the dark web to discover any copycat domains that have been created.

Step two - The breach scan
Once you have viewed the results of your domain scan, you will move onto the
next stage, the breach scan. This is when we add your users to the system and
do a full scan to see which of your users' credentials are compromised, what
sensitive data is out there, and which service led to the exposure.
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Step three - Start phishing campaign
The uPhish phishing campaign is an important part of the process. Here we
will create a false phishing email that will be sent to your users' inboxes. The
email will be designed to look realistic and will test whether your users
understand how to react to these suspicious emails.
If any of the users interact with the email we will be notified and this will
used to calculate the human risk score in your report.

Phishing
Phishing is an attempt to gain sensitive
information or data, such as usernames,
passwords and credit card numbers by
impersonating a trustworthy source.
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Once we have carried out these steps, you will be given the results of
your human risk report. This will give you a risk score as well as a timeto-breach score.
Based off of your results, using uLearn we will offer you a plan moving
forward on how to tackle the weaknesses in your users' security awareness.
We will implement data protection policies (uPolicy), conduct regular phishing
assessments (uPhish) and continue to monitor the dark web for exposed user
credentials (uBreach).

Your time-to-breach
Your time-to-breach is an estimate of
how long it might take a cybercriminal to
successfully target your organisation. This
estimation is based off the amount of
leaked employee credentials available on
the dark web, as well as the number of
users that opened, clicked and
compromised their details on the
phishing simulation.

The human risk score

Click here to
view a full
example report

All the data gathered in the Human Risk Report is
brought together to form the Human Risk Score.
This includes:
Number of dark web exposures.
Number of users that opened, clicked, and
compromised their details on the phishing simulation.
This data is then compared against industry data
to form a comparable score for your customer.
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What's the next step?
The next step in the process will be to carry out a gap analysis report. As part
of your users' learning they will be sent a quesionnaire covering the 12 main
security topics, including phishing, cloud security, public WiFi and social media.
Once the user has answered the questions they will get a spider chart (shown
below) using the questionnaire results with a grade mark for each topic. This
will show users in which areas of security they are strongest and weakest.

We will then send out regular training to each indivudual user to help them
strengthen their security knowledge in the areas that they did not score an A
in. It is up to you to decide how often the training is sent, and can range from
weekly to every couple of months, although we would reccomend doing it
every couple of weeks.
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GDPR compliance
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is one of the strictest privacy
regulations in the world, with companys facing huge fines if they do not
comply with the regulations.

It is essential for employees to be aware of the GDPR regulations, the company
responsibilities, as well as their own duties.
With uLearn you are able to train your end users in:
GDPR - This course gives employees an overview of the regulations, what the
rights of individuals are and why it's so important to protect customer data.
Protecting personal data - This course gives end users specific, actionable
steps that they can take in their daily job roles to protect data. E.g ensuring they
use strong passwords and lock their computers when they step away.

GDPR for senior staff members - This is aimed at company directors and
senior management who need to know what is expected of their business in
data protection practices.
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Our prices
The first step of our training solution is the human risk report. This is
completely free of charge and allows you to get an overall estimate of how well
your employees will protect you against malicious activity.
We will then offer you a personalised training plan to strengthen the
weaknesses in your cybersecurity infrastructure. The price for this is as follows:

Usecure price list
(per user, per month)
uLearn

£3.00

uLearn + 1 add-on

£3.50

uLearn + 2 add-ons

£4.00

uLearn + 3 add-ons

£4.50

Add-ons
uPhish

£0.50

uBreach

£0.50

uPolicy

£0.50
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For more information please
don't hesitate to contact us

Berkeley Square
Berkeley Square,
Mayfair,
London
W1J, UK

Hatton Garden
Hatton Garden,
Farringdon,
London,
EC1N, UK

Godalming
Stonebridge House,
Catteshall Road,
Godalming,
Surrey,
GU7, UK

T: 0207 903 5065 | E: info@lansupport.co.uk
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